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Amit Aurora along with Rahul Bansal, both architecture graduates of 1993 from the esteemed School of Planning and
Architecture, New Delhi, founded DCA Architects in 1996. Envisioned as a multi-disciplinary integrated architecture and
interior design solutions firm, today, the firm has to its credit, remarkable, award-winning, widely acclaimed projects
across diverse typologies such as Residential, Retail, Hospitality and Workspaces.
Amit’s expertise lies in designing for the longevity of the design aesthetic and functionality, while being able to create
the required balance in design without any excesses of elements. Amit believes that he may not be the creator of trends,
but perceives shifts early enough such that the design has a durable invocation. As an architect and designer, his work is
exemplary and creates a statement in the way he puts elements together. A conscious effort is made to use local,
sustainable materials/ technology, that reinforces traditional crafts and skillsets of the craftsmen, while minimizing the
impact on the environment.
Every project is a successful result of a structured collaboration between the design team, clients and the spaces,
thereby crafting innovative and sophisticated design solutions. Driven by its team of experienced project managers, the
studio is equipped with the expertise, experience and capacity to deliver design, planning, interior design solutions and
development/implementation of brand identities. The studio has over the last twenty years, has successfully designed
award-winning spaces and retail identities of various corporate and luxury Brands along with Luxury Stores, boutiques,
restaurants, salons, residences, and other commercial work that has been implemented pan-India.
Achievements
Apart from spearheading many award-winning projects, Amit Aurora has been enlisted among the Grandmasters of
Design (Society Interiors, 2016), 'The Design Power list' (Good Homes 100th issue) and was also chosen among the 10
most sought after workplace design professionals in the country (Commercial Design, 2016). He is a regular speaker at
industry events and has been an eminent Jury member for the prestigious International A' Design Awards 2016, Acetech Grand Stand Awards (New Delhi), FOAID 2016 etc. The work of the firm has won accolades at the prestigious IIID
Anchor Awards, IIA Awards, NDTV Design & Architecture Awards, Good Homes Awards, CWAB Awards, VM&RD Retail
Design Awards etc.

